
 

  

Fantastical FANTASMA… 
The new collection from ZAK+FOX @ George Spencer Designs 

 
 
 

 

ZAK+FOX’s newest collection, FANTASMA is a textile and wallpaper collection based on an imagined Italian 

ghost story.  Chronicling a journey through a haunted castle and telling tales of witches, spirits and lost souls, 

each design draws on different aspects of Italian folklore, bringing the Fantasma fable to life. 

Offering fourteen new fabrics, the collection includes plain wool sateens, printed fabrics, linen velvets and 

luscious woven silks.  There are also three new wallpaper designs, each in four colourways.  

Exclusive to George Spencer Designs in the UK, ZAK+FOX is one of the most sought-after brands in US interiors.  

Established in New York in 2012, ZAK+FOX is informed by history and myth, folklore and fable. Referencing 

artisan crafts and historic patterns encountered on his travels, Creative Director Zak Profera leads a skilled 

team of artists, designers, craftspeople and collaborators to build collections around layered narratives and 

complex techniques.   

 

Fabric prices start from: £206.70 per metre 

Wallpaper prices start from: £415 per 10m roll 

 

 

 



 

  

CIMARUTA / 3 colourways            DIAVOLO / 2 colourways               IL VESPRO / 3 colourways            INCANTO / 3 colourways 

FANTASMA FABRIC COLLECTION 

JANAS / 4 colourways                    L’ERBE / 4 colourways                    LUCIDO / 9 colourways                 MANDRAGORA / 5 colourways 

MISTERI / 8 colourways                PAPAVERO / 2 colourways           PENTIMENTO / 4 colourways          SAN GIACOMO / 5 colourways 

SFUMATO / 4 colourways            TAPINU / 2 colourways            

FANTASMA WALLPAPER COLLECTION 

CIMARUTA / 4 colourways            DIAVOLO / 4 colourways              PAPAVERO / 4 colourways           



 

About George Spencer Designs: 

Founded in the 1940s, George Spencer Designs is one of Britain’s longest-established fabric houses. Bringing together 

in-house designs and international textile and wallpaper collections, it is renowned for artisanal products, luxurious 

natural fibres and textural weaves. 

George Spencer Designs      
t: 020 7584 3003     georgespencer.com     @GSDltd 
310-311 Design Centre East, Chelsea Harbour, London SW10 0XF 
 
ZAK+FOX 
zakandfox.com     @zakandfox 
 
Press enquiries to Arc PR      
t: 020 7792 5646     mail@arcpr.co.uk     arcpr.co.uk       @arc_pr                                                                                
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